
Moving ultrasound imaging
to another level



Small in size, big on function and results

Our revolutionary new Fazone CB is incredibly compact, surprisingly mobile and extremely 
easy to use - plus it delivers the same outstanding performance and functionality you’ve

and easily to your network, anytime, anywhere.

Compact



Confidence, mobility, patient care.
Anytime, Anywhere
The Fazone CB is an advanced ultrasound imaging
system that’s loaded with all the tools you’ll need
throughout your busy workday. Our central scanning
unit is easily removable from the cart (optional) to go 
with you wherever you may need it. 

A smart, convenient design

 

 Compact and lightweight for on-the-go imaging

 Readyto use within seconds

 USB, HDMI and Ethernet ports allow for simple connectivity anywhere

 All your management tools right on board, including
   DICOM store, print, work list, and MPPS

 Fully adjustable, and extremely maneuverable cart (optional) provides all
    the capabilities of a traditional cart-based system, including multiple
    transducer connectors

 Full-size keyboard (optional)

 Multiple documentation options to choose from

Complete



Clever

Simple to use

Full size LCD screen 

The Fazone CB’s high-quality screen

An independent
touch screen 

easy access to pre-sets and 
perimeters for each application. 

Intuitive control buttons

is integrated for viewing patients
anywhere.

Productivity is a breeze thanks to the
user interface which groups together
the controls used most often for



The Fazone CB goes wherever you go

Mobile

At the ER

When it matters most, the Fazone CB
delivers: it’s operational in seconds, 

options. 

On the move

With the Fazone CB, you can now 

diagnosis right in the ambulance. 

In the OR

Since the Fazone CB is so compact
and nimble, it allows you to acquire
high-quality images without crowding 
or obstructing the operating room.
Plus it’s designed to disinfect easily. 

Point of care

your patients’ bedside. 

No matter where you are, the Fazone CB produces high quality images - quickly and easily. 



la technologie Zone SonographyTM

This revolutionary technology employs complex signal processing unlike other conventional
ultrasound systems. Using a small number of large “zones”, Zone Sonography     acquires
ultrasound data 10 times faster, * resulting in less motion artifacts, delivering image uniformity
at every point. 

TM

Conventional system Zone Sonography TM

Intelligent

Fazone CB features Zone Sonography

Conventional System vs. Zone Sonography TM

*zone ultrasound platform technology, zonare.com 
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Lateral Dimension

Signal shape after
optimization

Signal shape before
              optimization

What is the propagation speed correction feature?

The lateral image resolution often becomes deteriorated
when the theoretical abstract ultrasonic wave (1540 m/s)
adopted by convention ultrasounds do not correspond to 

This porpagation speed correction method imporves the
image’s lateral resolution. 

With the Fazone CB, improving image resolution is simply a single press of a button. 
That’s all it takes to apply our innovative propagation speed correction feature for true quality
zone speed imaging. 

Pancreas

Breast

Carotid

Median Nerve

Heart

Musculo-Skeletal

The Fazone CB: the most compact, versatile
ultrasound available today
A large range of transducers are available to meet the various demands of your environment. 
You’ll be able to obtain high-quality images no matter what the application. 

Image at 1540 m/s Image at 1480 m/s

One-touch image optimization
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